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Dual Fluid Reactor
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MHD Pump

[1] Huke A., Ruprecht G., Weissbach D., Gottlieb S., Hussein A., Czerski K., The Dual Fluid Reactor – A novel concept for a fast 
nuclear reactor of high efficiency, Annals of Nuclear Energy 2015.



Steps 
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▪ Work has begun at NCBJ on the 
design and construction of                        
a microdemonstrator

▪ The design was based on the 
TALL-3D loop only scaled down

▪ The purpose of the loop is to study 
the heat transfer between two loops 
of liquid metal

DUAL LOOP EXPERIMENT - CONCEPTUAL REPORT
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Diagram of the systems needed to design 
the microdemonstrator
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Conceptual drawing of the microdemonstrator
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▪ Two loops - fuel and 
coolant

▪ Liquid metal - lead 
bismuth eutectic

▪ Low temperatures

▪ Two additional 
elements - heater and 
cooler

Microdemonstrator
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Microdemonstrator scheme
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▪ Using the microdemonstrator, it is possible to estimate                         
the parameters for the minidemonstrator and then for the 
demonstrator and DFR.

▪ Reactivity and heat transfer in DFR is controlled by liquid metal flow            
in reactor core.

Hypotheses
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▪ CATHARE (Code for Analysis of THermalhydraulics during an Accident of 
Reactor and safety Evaluation)

▪ is a two-phase thermal-hydraulic simulator in development since 1979 
at CEA-Grenoble as part of an agreement between the CEA, EDF, AREVA 
and the IRSN

▪ The CATHARE2 simulator has a modular structure capable of operating 
in 0D, 1D or 3D

▪ It is capable of modelling any type of reactor (PWR, RBMK, VVER, etc.)

Cathare-2 software
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▪ The software is based on a two-phase model with six equations (conservation of mass, 
energy and quantity of movement for each phase)

Equations in Cathare-2

11/31Source: https://tiny.pl/96cdr



Review of the application of Cathare-2 software 
to liquid metals
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▪ Dimensionless numbers are unitless coefficients, which are used 
to describe and compare physical systems.

▪ If the coefficients for the two different models are identical, they 
can then be considered to be similar to each other.

Why are we use dimensionless numbers?
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Dimensionless numbers
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▪ Since there are a lot of dimensionless numbers, it was decided to 
choose the physical phenomena that are most interesting in 
demonstrators.

▪ Some of the types of phenomena chosen are flow phenomena: 
viscosity of fluids, interaction of internal forces

▪ Thermohydraulic phenomena were also selected: such as convection 
and thermal conductivity phenomena

Physical phenomena
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▪ Reynolds number (Re) - fluid mechanics - ratio of inertia forces and fluid 
viscosity

▪ Euler number (Eu) - hydrodynamics - stream pressure as a function of 
inertial forces

▪ Prandtl number (Pr) - heat transfer - ratio of viscosity diffusion rate to 
thermal diffusion rate

▪ Nusselt number (Nu) - forced convection - ratio of convective to 
conductive heat transfer

Selected dimensionless numbers
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Micro- and minidemonstrator CATHARE-2 scheme
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▪ At the beginning, input files are prepared

▪ For the microdemonstrator and 
minidemonstrator, there can be up to 50 
models generated for each model.

▪ Then the calculations are performed in 
Cathare-2 on the supercomputer

▪ Finally, output files and charts are 
generated

Simplified calculation algorithm
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Parameters where Reynolds number is similar between demonstrators

Parameters where Nusselt number is similar between demonstrators

Demonstrators configurations
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Results for the first configuration of demonstrators 
(similar Reynolds numbers) 
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Characterisation of the Reynolds number 
for the computing cell of the core

Characterisation of the relative error for the 
computing cell of the core



Results for the second configuration of demonstrators 
(similar Nusselt numbers) 
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Characterisation of the Nusselt number for 
the computing cell of the core

Characterisation of the relative error for the 
computing cell of the core



Results for case where Reynolds number is similar between demonstrators

Results for case where Nusselt number is similar between demonstrators
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Symbols:

Fc - force convection

d - characteristic length

T - temperature

k - thermal conductivity

h - thermal coefficient

Subscripts:

μ - referring to μDEMO

m - referring to mDEMO

Scalability of forced convection between models
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Symbols:

Fc - force convection

d - characteristic length

T - temperature

k - thermal conductivity

c - temperature ratio coefficient

Subscripts:

μ - referring to μDEMO

m - referring to mDEMO

Scalability of forced convection between models
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Results for velocity 0.5 m/s
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Characterization of the temperatures ratio to velocity 
of liquid metal
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▪ Micro- and minidemonstrator are based on different temperatures and liquid metals

▪ The parameters that can be controlled in the calculation to achieve similar Reynolds or 
Nusselt numbers are core width and flow velocity, the other parameters are related to 
material properties.

▪ It is impossible to obtain similarity for both dimensionless numbers at the same time.

▪ Since the most interesting phenomenon is heat transfer between loops, the similarity of 
Nusselt numbers is more important than the similarity of Reynolds numbers.

▪ By using the Nusselt number, it was successful in scaling forced convection between the 
two models.

Summary
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Article: Scale problem of the liquid metal reactors
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